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School leaders’ perspectives on how to 
improve the Board/Principal relationship



This RSAcademics report seeks to reflect 
current practice and offer guidance to 
international school Principals regarding 
how they might best “manage upwards” 
in an international school context. 

To this end, most chapters finish with 
a list of “Points to consider & things to 
try” designed to help School Principals 
and Boards reflect on and develop their 
current practice.

EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY



 
01  In each of the nine areas, practices and experiences 

range from outstanding to dysfunctional. 18 of the 75 
Heads volunteered the information (to an interviewer 
most did not personally know) that they are looking to 
leave post because of poor relations and low levels of 
trust between themselves and the Board. 

02  No one model of governance is universally held 
to be superior in an international school, and some 
Heads expressed great satisfaction with, for example, 
Advisory Boards or family-based models which they had 
not previously encountered. In the face of unusual but 
often effective governance models, flexibility and open 
mindedness are deemed essential for the Principal’s 
success. 

03  Irrespective of the model or structure of governance, 
many Principals feel frustration and even despair with 
their Boards. Two common reasons are that Boards 
cross the boundaries between oversight and executive 
authority or engage in group-think (often due to familial 
or cultural factors such as absolute deference to the 
Chair). 
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NINE AREAS ARE EXPLORED: 

→ models of governance 

→  what happens before and during interviews  
for an international headship position

→  what an ideal Board should look like 

→  relations with the Chair 

→  trust 

→  thought diversity at Board level 

→  communications 

→  evaluation 

→  training

“Upwards and Onwards” is based on interviews with 
75 international school Principals working across 
five continents. The Principals come from schools 
ranging in size from 5,500 pupils to fewer than 100. 
Various models of governance are represented, and 
both for-profit and not-for-profit schools and school 
groups are included.  

In the face of unusual but often effective 
governance models, flexibility and open 
mindedness are deemed essential for the 
Principal’s success. 



04  Some Principals admit to having accepted a job 
without engaging in sufficient due diligence beforehand. 
A few feel they were misled at interview, to the extent 
that they discovered on arrival that executive power really 
lay with the Chair or owner. 

05  When it comes to the primary focus or responsibility 
of the “ideal Board”, our interviewees had mixed views. 
Most Principals want to be challenged by strategic 
thinking and many would like their Boards to be more 
generative, too, although only at appropriate moments. 
There is virtual unanimity around the need for a Board 
with strong fiduciary skills. 

06  The relationship between Chair and Principal is 
acknowledged to be crucial but is too often floundering 
on a lack of alignment of purpose and values and on 
disagreement or confusion about the delegation of 
authority. 

07  Though some relationships between Chairs and 
Principals are strong, many are causing great stress to 
the latter. Many rely frequently on fellow Principals for 
support and fellowship. 

08  Communication with the Chair ranges from 
regular, formal and minuted sessions to entirely reactive 
communications over WhatsApp or its equivalent. 
While some Principals use their Chair as a mentor or 
someone in whom they can confide, others keep a wary 
professional distance.

09  The importance and fragility of trust are universally 
acknowledged, but how it is built and lost is subject to 
significant cultural variation. 

Boards are less diverse than the school 
communities they serve.  



10  The “them and us” culture still exists between 
the Board and the Principal in some places and has 
sometimes been reinforced by outmoded or unhelpful 
language. 

11  A still bigger issue is the damage caused by powerful 
parents and Whatsapp groups who have the ear of 
the Chair or Board members. It is often difficult in the 
geographically and socially claustrophobic world of 
international schools for the Principal to be the primary 
and most trusted source of information for the Board.

12  Boards are less diverse than the school communities 
they serve. Indeed, this report ended up focusing on 
diversity of thought rather than, say, ethnicity, race, 
and gender because there is so little of the latter 
on international school Boards. Most school Boards, 
regrettably, appear insufficiently interested in or capable 
of taking advantage of the benefits true diversity offers.

13  Communications in the age of social media and 
instant messaging is a dense area, with many Principals 
struggling to find a way through the noise. Many are 
adopting a tactical approach with their Board as they try 
to manage cliques and powerful single-interest groups. 

14  Qualitative reporting is perceived by some to be 
suffering at the hands of graphs, data tables and charts, 
and some Principals feel their schools are now data-
driven rather than data-informed. 

15  Interestingly, many Principals believe changes made 
to communications due to COVID have brought about 
an increasingly democratic and effective paradigm, 
particularly when it comes to Board meetings and group 
discussions.

16  Evaluation of the performance of Principal and 
Board is not universal: indeed, some Principals have 
never been evaluated despite being in post for years. 
Too many Principals feel they are not being developed 
professionally and some have no idea if their Board think 
they, the Principals, are doing a good job or not. 
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…some Principals feel their schools 
are now data-driven rather than 
data-informed.  

Too many Principals feel they are not being 
developed professionally and some have 
no idea if their Board think they are doing a 
good job or not.  



17  There is, however, some very enlightened practice in stand-alone 
schools, and some strong corporate evaluative processes in school 
groups, that are proving highly effective. 

18  A significant number of Principals told us their Board would not 
consider undergoing evaluation themselves.

19  Many Principals feel that accreditation reviews or inspections 
can be a catalyst for improving the Board/Principal relationship 
and Board practice, in particular. Unfortunately, just as many say 
that previous inspections and accreditation reports have failed to 
acknowledge poor governance practice and that this has made it 
even harder to justify why improvements are necessary.

20  A large majority of Principals feel that some kind of training 
specifically for international headship would be useful, and many 
feel it should be mandatory. Ideally, that training should extend 
to Boards as well. From the legal requirements of individual 
jurisdictions to cultural intelligence and the latest research into 
Board dynamics, certain topics were cited as relevant and even vital 
if Principals are to be set fair for success.

Remember!
The full “Upwards and Onwards” report 
contains advice and ideas at the end of 
each chapter to help Principals and Board 
members work together more effectively.
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ABOUT RSACADEMICS

We enable schools worldwide to thrive: by finding  

and developing leaders, guiding decisionmakers,  

making connections and shaping debate. We are known  

for the calibre and spirit of our people. 

We exist entirely to help schools because  

the world needs schools to thrive. 

The company was set up in 2002 by Russell Speirs.  

Since then, it has grown steadily: last year we worked  

with over 250 different school clients and counted  

over 80 employees and associates. 

Our values and goals have remained  

the same since we started: 

 

To provide work of the highest quality –  

we are rigorous, imaginative and hard-working.

For our clients to enjoy working with us because  

of our integrity, warmth & professionalism.

To help our clients to thrive, always putting them  

first and acting in their best interest.

To use our time and money voluntarily to support  

children’s education and development.



We also publish influential reports, including several relating to leadership and governance, strategy  

and marketing. These are available for free in the “Insights and Ideas” section of our website.

WE SUPPORT SCHOOLS IN FIVE MAIN AREAS

Strategy, marketing and research

→  Market studies, competitor analysis, brand positioning studies, demographic mapping

→  Perception and attitude research using various methodologies

→  Advising on strategic planning and assessing specific strategic options

→  To improve student recruitment and retention, we conduct transformational  

Marketing & Admissions Audits and construct effective marketing plans.
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Equality, diversity and inclusion

We provide stakeholder research, while our partners at All-in Education provide the 

training and consultancy, helping schools to become more diverse and inclusive.
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Operational improvement

Usually wide-ranging reviews of a school’s operation, from finance to health and  

safety and almost always with a major focus on the educational provision itself.
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Leadership and governance

→  The search and selection of Heads, CEOs and Principals and other senior leaders, 

including FDs, Marketing staff and new Governors and Board Chairs

→  Reviews of governance and training for Boards

→  Coaching, appraisals and leadership development training
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Philanthropy

A full suite of services, ranging from those aimed at ‘start-up’ Development Offices, 

through to more advanced and specialised support.
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